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W A . N T  m R  SENSING FOR LLR 
El&& F. Tubbs 
I 
Wavefront sensing is a significant aspect of the LlllR control problem and 
mquires attention at an early stage of the control-system definition ard 
design. 
mefront-sensing requbmmts ard approach by selecting two specific, 
proven techniques ard formulating a wavefront-sensing approach for m. 
is nut the purpose to select a reamen%d approach. 
premture as further study will yield other approaches based on other 
sensirq techniques. 
wavefront-sensing subsystem, to identify the requirements that this 
subsystem imposes on LDR configuration and operations, and to &tennine 
memo reports a first step in the 'on of defining 
It 
That would be 
Rather, the purpose is to inprove the definition of the 
particular areas for more detailed study. 
The Pmbl em. If LLR is to achieve the required performance it will be 
necessary to have active control of the optical configuration during the 
observation periods. since the astronomical objects abserved by may be 
extended or very faint it will be difficult to use the wavefront fram the 
object urder observation to provide input to the wavefmnt-defomation 
control system, and a more complex approach must be used. 
The Amrcaa . one approach is to use an operational squence in which the 
telescope is first pointed at a bright, point-like astronomical object and 
the optical configuration adjusted to optimize the image. Configuration 
sensors are then used to determine the position and orientation of the 
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optical elements in the system. Wing subsequent obsewation periods when 
the wavefront smsor cannot be USBd the configuration sensors monitor the 
system. I f  an optical element dr i f ts  out of position as determined by the 
configuration sensor the control system takes comective action. T h i s  
action can either be one which restores the wayad element t o  its correct 
position or m e s  some other element t o  ccanpensate for the displaced one. 
I f  the latter is done, the software model of the system is used to calculate 
the cepnpensatian displacenmt, and the control problem f a l l s  into the class 
characterized by noncollccated sensors and actuators. 
Wavefront Sensing . The approach outlined above requires two classes of 
sensors: wavefront and configuration. T?LS discuss ion is limited to the 
wavefront senshq problem. A significant aspect of the problem is that of 
providing sufficient sensitivity a t  4 1  departures from optimum wavefront 
and a t  the same t i m e  providing sensing over a sufficiently large range of 
wavefront errors to pennit in i t ia l  adjustment. 
There are many approaches to wavefront measurement. It has long been a tool 
of the optical fabrication shop'. III recent years it has been of interest 
for the adaptive-optics problem2, and an SPIE conference in San Diego in 
1982 was devoted t o  it3. The particular approach used in this study is 
based on work done a t  Hughes on wavefront sensing and configuration 
adjustment and reported a t  that  conference . This work demonstrated a two- 4 
step approach in which a coarse sensor and an algorithm k n m  as O Y ~  
system into approximate adjustrent and is followed by the EEOD (-Error 
2 .  
- Estimation fmm @eratiom Btecbrs) algorithm which used the output of 
the aperational detectors to optimize the h g e .  
The OYSTER approach is t o  measure wavefront slope using a Hartmann test 
(described beluw) and to calculate the required charqes i n  the physical 
slim of the system to reduce the slope errors to zem. OYSTER was 
-ted a t  Huqhes using a 7-element reflective system w i t h  19 degrees 
of freedan and a 5-aperture Hartmann mask. Each aperture of the mask 
produces a spot near the focal plane. The coordinates of these spots are 
meamred, and from them the adjustments of the alignment variables are 
calaated us- a linear approxhtion derived f r a n  the software model of 
the system. 
algorithm was sufficient to  give diffraction-limited performnce a t  20 pm. 
In the particular experiment a s-la pass through the OYSTER 
The EEDD approach assums that the system has a ional array 
detector in the focal plane w i t h  sufficient resolution to obtain a good 
It also assumes that there is a 
point source in the field of view to provide a test wavefront and that the 
System is sufficiently w e l l  aligned to provide a reasonable PSF as a 
starting point. ?he intensity in the focal plane is a function of the 
coordinates in the focal plane. For a given point the intensity de- on 
the tilts and decentexs of the elements of the system. In the algorithm, 
this function is represated by the f i r s t  two terns of a Taylor's series. 
The id& FSF is calculated fm the software mcdel of the system in a 
manner similar t o  what w a s  done in the LDFt Path€* Study' as are the 
of the poht -spm function (PSF). 
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derivatives. (For laboratory-sized systems the PSF and the derivatives may 
be measurea.) 
The operation of the EEOD algorithm w a s  also demonstrated in the laboratoq 
usin3 an o p t i d .  system w i t h  14 degrees of freedom. The system w a s  an 
autocollimating catbination of a =-inch afocal cassegrain aril an off-axis 
paraboloid. ?he v i m e n t  was  autcmated using matorized micrometexs. The 
PSF was measured using a 100 x 100 pixel CCD detector. 
Since EEOD good initial ali-t, OYslpR was used first w i t h  a 
fcur-aperture Hartmam mask. Rris was done in two steps: a lower 
sensitivity one for i n i t i a l  alimt and a higher sensitivity one w i t h  10 
times magnification for the final adjustment. I n  the particular eqerht 
it w a s  possible t o  prcduce diffraction-limited performance using only the 
o Y ~  system. ~ccordiragly, it was necessary to introduce errors into the 
FSF by making ranian adjustments of actuators. It w a s  f& that tilt and 
defocus of the secordary mirror could be corrected in one iteration. When 
decenter was added, two iterations were required. 
Amlication t o  LDR. The optical layout of LDR and segment pattern of the 
primaxy are shown in Figure 1 while the refractive equivalent is shcwn in 
Figure 2. In F i g u e  2, the solid lines show the imaging of an astroncnnical 
object on the focal plane an3 the dashed lines show the hging of the 
primary on the Pt=-n=Y* 
The OYSTER algorithm uses a HarhMnn test t o  measure the wavefront. This is 
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a geometrid test and does not require the system to be near diffraction- 
limited p r f o m c e .  Ihe elernents of a Hartmann test as applied t o  a system 
like Lcw are: 
1. A test wavefront. For telescapes this is generally from a distant 
point source such as a star. 
2. A diaphram or  mask pierced w i t h  nailtiple apertues w h i c h  divide the 
inccaning wavefront into separate A. 
3. An array detector near the focal plane which can interce pt- 
beams on a reference surface. 
The irdividual beams define the normal -.the wavefront 'and their intercept 
on the reference surface can be calculated fram the software model of the 
system. caparison of the calculated and measured intercepts gives a 
measure of the slope error of that portion of the wavefront. 
w he twostage' configuration of IDR faciliates the use of a ~artmann test. 
The mask is located a t  the quarternary. It lINst be deployable, but this can 
be acccmplished by making it segmented as sham in Figure 3.  The 12 
segmen& can be hinged along their outer edges. ?he configuration shown is 
for a 90 segmmt mirror and has one aperture per segment. 'Ihe apestures 
shown in the figure are approximately 40  m in diameter. ?he mask itself is 
approximately one meter across. 
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?he ease with which a Hartmann test can be applied to LLR depends on the 
wavelength range of the system. If the reflectivity, surface finish, and 
figure of the optics allow operation at relatively short wavelength, the 
situation is quite straigt.ltforward. T h i s  is illustrated in Figme 4, which 
shows a Harhmn pattern for a 90 segment mirror absenred approximately one- 
half meter in front of the focal plane using the mask of Figure 3.  Rre spot 
size shown in Figure 4 is detemined by geamtrical considerations only and 
does not shcw diffraction spreading. At 1 p m  the diffraction w i l l  result in 
a 25% hcrease in diameter on the spots. At 5 p m  wavelength will 
approximately double their size ard probably represents an upper limit on 
the wavdenCJth that can be used for a Hartmann test. 
The outline around pattern in Figure 4 indicates the size of a large CCD 
detector currently offered by Tektmnix. spots of the size shown spread 
over many pixels on'the deteztor and result in accurate centroid. The 
question of the availability of astronanical objects suitable as sources has 
not k e n  investigated. A rcqh estimate based on the experience with the 
star tracker is that a few seconds integration time would give 
sufficient signal at a wavelength of 1 pm. The situation for longer 
wavelengths must be investigated. 
The conclusion fmn ulis consideration is that the Hartmann test and hence 
and algorithm similar to OYSTER a n  be used for the initial alignment of LIlR 
prwided quality of the optics allows operation at wavelengths shorter than 
5 pm, an array detector of sufficient size, resolution, and sensitivity is 
available for this wavelength, and there are a sufficient rnrmber of point- 
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like astronanical sources w i t h  sufficient flux a t  this wavelength. 
Since there are 90 Hartmnn spots, there w i l l  be 180 coordinates as input to 
the algorithm. If  the axis of the average paraboloid through the surface of 
the primazy is taken as a reference direction, there w i l l  be two degrees of 
freedoan locating this direction with respect to  the source. The syrmnetry of 
the secondary and tert iary results in five degrees of freedam for each. The 
w i l l  have six since its segments mst be registered w i t h  thcse 
of the primary and the individual segments w i l l  each have three degrees of 
freedrpn. For the 9O-segment system, the to ta l  rnrmber of of freedm 
is 288. The matrix is 180 x 288, but many of the elements w i l l  be zero. 
The CanpLtatiOnal question requhxs further study. 
The applicatiOn of EEOD t o  IDR poses a somewhat different problem. The 
radius of the Airy disk is approximately 0.6 nun at 50 pm. the shortest 
wavelength dssumed for diffraction-limited performance, and is 
proportionally larger for lonyer wavelengths. Since the EEDD concept cdlls 
for measuring the p0int-q- function w i t h  the science detectors, the way 
in Wch it is done is d e w t  on the findl choice for those detectors. 
Once these detectors have been chosen, the approach to ESF measurement can 
be addressed in  more detail. Sane  of the considerations are addressed belaw 
to the exterrt tha t  they can be at this t ime.  
As w i t h  the Hartmann test, the question of the availability of point-like 
souz~3es is important. At longer wavelengths there are non-thermal point 
sources. At shorter wavelengths thermal sources are Strong enough. The 
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diffraction-limited region of falls between these regions and the 
question of availability of sources which are sufficiently bright, 
sufficiently point like, ard sufficiently ramreraus must be answ;ered. 
If is provided with an array detector of sufficient resolution in the 
diffraction-limited region, the point-sp- function can be nuaswed using 
it. In addition to the basic resolution of the detector, the pointing 
jitter and requird signal-integration time will limit the accuracy with 
whi& the PSF can be detemined . zhe jitter specification is for less than 
0.02 arc sec mer three minutes. zhat is approxknately 1/60 of the Airy 
disk diameter at the shortest diffraction-limited wavelerqth and would 
appear to be sufficiently small for wavefront determination. 
If array detectors are not available for wavelengths within the diffraction- 
limited region, it will be necessary to determine the PSF by SCaMing. This 
could probably be done best with a SCaMing mirror near the focal plane. At 
a m h h m ,  the SCMned area should be three times the Airy-disk diameter 
with a miniaarm of 100 pixels per side. If the sanning is to be completed 
within the specified intend for stable pointing of three minutes, the rate 
will have to be approximately 60 p i x e l s  per second. This must  be compared 
with projected detector performance as it becaanes available. 
F i n a l l y ,  detailed calculations m s t  be =de using the optical model to 
detexnune ' the degree of sensitivity that can be achieved with the EEOD 
algorithm. If a 
segment is not correctly oriented, the corresponding spot is out of position 
In the HarhMnn test there is a spot for each segment. 
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and the error is easily identified and comected. The HarhMM test is not 
sensitive to piston errors and these must be detected frclm the FSF. When 
the number of segments is small ,  the PSF is quite sensitive t o  piston 
displacemnts. T h i s  was shown in the work with a seven-seqmt reflector in 
the pathfinder study'. It was sha~n there that a x/7 piston displacement of 
one segment droppd the peak intensity of the PSF to 78% of the ideal. W i t h  
90 segnmts the sensitivity to the displacement of an individual panel w i l l  
be I[IIlch less and may be undetectable. Hcrwwer, the plan for  constructing the 
primary support d l s  for a t t a m  adjoining panels to cmmn 
supports. If these attadmmts can be made w i t h  high precision, pistan 
displacement of a single panel w i l l  not be possible. 'Ibis is a significant 
issue and the question of detecting piston displacement of panels can only 
be amweed by detailed modeling of the optical system and mecham 'cal- 
Summry. A twc-step approach to  wavefront sensing for LDR has been 
examified. A Hartmam test for coarse ali-t, particularly segment tilt, 
seems feasible i f  LDW can operate at 5 pm or  less. The direct 
measurement of the pointspread function in the diffraction-limited region 
may be a way to detemine piston error, but this can only be answered by a 
detailed software model of the optical system. The question of suitable 
astroMlaicdl sarces for either test nust also be addressed. 
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